Linguistic cued attention in children: Words organize attention to shape in a visual search task
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Abstract
By one account of early word learning, children become proficient word learners as a result of environmental regularities: Learning words tunes the child to the regularities offered by the language being learned, orienting attention to those regularities. We test one core claim of this account, that count nouns should cue attention to the shape of the objects. Using a visual search task we present evidence that hearing the name of the object narrows children’s attention to the objects in the array that have the same shape. Future steps and the implications of these results are discussed.
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Introduction
Using past experience to select what to attend to is a powerful feature of human cognition. If exposed to environmental regularities, infants (Kirkham, Slemmer and Johnson, 2002; Saffran, Aslin & Newport, 1996) and adults (Chun & Jiang, 1998; Zhao, Ngo, McKendrick, & Turk-Browne, 2011) readily attend to the current events that better match the underlying structure of their previous experience.

This ability to selectively attend to the most reliable sources of information as a result of past experience has been proposed as a mechanism underlying early word learning. Not only do children learn a large amount of words in the first years of life, but they also seem to do so in very smart ways. For example, by 2.5 years children use shape to generalize new noun categories – if given a novel named object, children will selectively attend to shape over color or texture when extending the novel name to new exemplars (the shape bias; Booth & Waxman, 2002; Jones & Smith, 2002).

Because in English many count nouns map to object categories well organized by within-category shape similarity, learning individual word-object mappings could create a top-down process that would organize future learning. According to the attentional learning account of the shape bias, it is the co-occurrence of nouns and shapes that creates an attentional bias to shape over other features when generalizing a new object category. Although there is evidence supporting the attentional account (Gershkoff-Stowe & Smith, 2004; Jones, 2003; Smith, Jones, Landau, Gershkoff-Stowe, & Samuelson, 2002), the specific mechanisms through which nouns cue object shape have not been directly tested. In the traditional shape bias task, children are asked to generalize a new object category in an untimed forced-choice procedure. The fact that children tend to select the shape match could be do to attentional processes or to much later decision processes. Indeed, competing theories of the attentional learning account have suggested that the shape bias reflects more conceptual theories about how words refer to objects (Waxman & Gelman, 2009).

The purpose of this paper is to empirically test a core claim of the selective attention account: That words cue children’s attention to the shape of the objects. To this end, we use a visual search task – a well-documented attentional task in which participants are asked to find a particular object (the target) amidst distractor objects. In the visual search literature with adults (Treisman & Gelade, 1980) and children (Gerhardstein & Rovee-Collier, 2002), when the target and the distractors differ by just one feature, search is almost effortless and does not depend on the number of distractors. When the target and the distractors have overlapping features, finding the target becomes a serial search – and response times depend on the number of distractors. The intercept and the slope of the search function are also indicators of the attentional processes involved. While the slope reflects the per item search time (i.e. how long it takes per item to decide if it is the target), the intercept is thought to reflect pre-search processes, including the representation of the search target in working memory (Vickery, King & Jiang, 2005; Woodman, Vogel and Luck, 2001).

To investigate the role of labels in visual attention we use a visual search task to compare children’s performance when they were cued with both the spoken name and a picture of the target versus then they were cued with just a picture of the target.

Experiment 1: Do labels cue attention to shape?
Finding a target requires keeping a representation of the target in working memory. Research with adults has suggested that more robust working memory representations of the target result in overall decrease in search times (i.e. intercept changes). Because visual attention is biased...
towards elements in the array that match the contents of working memory, stronger working memory representations would effectively suppress attention to nonmatching elements in the search array (Kristjansson, Wang & Nakayama, 2002; Soto & Humphreys, 2007; Vickery, King & Jiang, 2005), therefore modulating pre-search attentional processes.

Does hearing the name of the target prior to search influence its representation in working memory, and thus search? If hearing the object name results in the enhanced representation of object shape relative to other properties, then the explicit naming of the search target on each trial should effectively narrow search to items in the array with the same shape. This is the hypothesis tested in Experiment 1.

In a conjunctive search task, children were asked to search for a particular colored object (e.g., red bed) in a field of same shape (e.g., green bed) and same color (e.g., red couch) distractors. In the Label condition, children heard the displayed object (but not its color) named (e.g., “bed”) prior to each search trial; in the Silent condition, they just saw the displayed target. If storing the name along with the target object in working memory supports processes that automatically direct attention to same shaped items in the array, then overall search time should decrease in the Label condition as participants would preferentially examine the shape matching objects to find the conjunctive match. That is, by hypothesis, in the Label condition children’s attention might be automatically attracted to the shape matching items, with attention to the non-shape matching items being dampened. If so, this would effectively reduce the search set and lead to faster overall search times in the Label than in the Silent condition.

Methods
Participants. Thirty-two children (M=37 months, range: 31-43 months) were assigned to either the Silent or the Label condition. Ten additional children were recruited but not included in the final sample due to refusal to participate in the study (N=3), not finishing the familiarization phase (N=1), or selecting a non-target object on most test trials (N=6). Children were reported to have no developmental disorders, normal (or corrected to normal) visual acuity and color vision. English was the main language spoken by all families. Parental consent was obtained for all participants in compliance with the IRB of Indiana University.

Stimuli and procedure. Figure 1 shows the experimental set up and the temporal order of events on each trial. The child was seated approximately 35cm from a 17” monitor equipped with a touchscreen (MagicTouch, Keytec, Garland, TX). E-Prime software (PST, Pittsburg, PA) was used to control stimulus presentation and record the latency and the location of each response during the test phase. On each test trial, a “fixation” slide encouraged the child to rest their hands on the table (Figure 1a) before the target object was displayed on the center screen for 1sec (Figure 1b).

The search array (with the target object amid distractor objects) was then displayed and the child asked to find the target picture as fast as possible (Figure 1c). Prior to the test phase, children were familiarized with the search procedure, with holding their hands on the table during fixation, and touching the target.

Figure 1: Structure of a trial (left) and child performing the task (right).

Each child was assigned one search target and searched for the same object throughout 32 test trials. Four different objects served between subjects as targets: a red bed, a red couch, a green bed, and a green couch. For each target, the distractors were selected so that half had the same shape and half had the same color as the target (that is, when the target was a red bed, half the distractors were red couches and half were green beds). Each test stimulus was rendered in a 180 x 140 pixel area on a white background. Across trials, the number of distractor objects was manipulated: on each trial, the target object was placed amidst 2, 4, 8 or 12 distractors; eight occurrences of each distractor set size was presented in an order randomly determined for each subject. Sixteen possible locations were used to place the target and the distractors. Across test trials, the target appeared equally often on the left and right side of the screen.

The experimenter started each trial ensuring that the child was looking at the screen; no time limit was set for finding the target. No feedback was given during test phase. In the Label condition, a sound file containing the name of the target object (e.g. “bed”) played at the onset of the target (Figure 1b). The audio files were recorded using an artificial speech creator at a sample rate of 16KHz. No sound file was played in the Silent condition.

Results and Discussion
Mean reaction times (RT) per distractor level were calculated for each child. Only correct responses (i.e. when the target object was selected) were included. Although some participants did not complete all test trials, no differences were found between conditions in the total number of trials completed, t (30) = −0.37, n.s., nor in accuracy, t (30) = 0.14, n.s. (see Table 1). Figure 2 depicts mean RT for the Silent and the Label conditions as a function of number of distractors. A mixed 2 x 4 analysis of variance with condition as the between-subjects factor and number of distractors as the within-subjects factor yielded a main effect of distractor number [F (3,90) = 27.30, p < 0.001], reflecting the fact that RT increased as the number
of distractors increased. A main effect of condition was also found \[ F(1,30) = 4.48, p < 0.05 \], reflecting a significant decrease in overall RT for the Label condition. Number of distractors and condition did not interact \[ F(3,90) = 0.21, n.s. \]. The slopes and intercepts of the linear best-fit lines were also calculated for each child. Independent samples t-tests showed that while the slopes of the two conditions were not different \[ t(30) = 0.39, n.s. \], there was a significant reduction in the intercept of the Label condition when compared to the Silent condition \[ t(30) = -2.40, p < 0.05 \].

![Figure 2: Mean RT (ms) per number of distractors for the Silent and the Label conditions in Experiment 1. Error bars represent standard errors.](image)

These results are consistent with the hypothesis that hearing the name increases attention to shape matching items and/or decreases attention to non-shape matching distractors – thus decreasing overall search time. The results provide direct evidence for a role of object names in guiding children’s attention to object shape. However, presenting the target label did not affect the slope of the search function, which may indicate that the label does not affect the time it takes to make a decision per each attended item. This point will be addressed in the General Discussion section.

Experiment 2 examines an alternative account for the present findings; that it was not the object name per se which enhanced overall search time, but the presence of an auditory signal at the start of each trial.

**Experiment 2: Does any word cue attention?**

A growing literature shows multimodal influences on visual attention and search such that auditory cues may lead to more rapid search (Iordanescu, Grabowecky, & Suzuki, 2011; Van der Burg, Olivers, Bronkhorst, & Theeuwes 2008). Thus it is possible that the effects observed in Experiment 1 were due to the addition of a spoken word – potentially any word – and not to the target’s name nor increased attention to object shape. Accordingly, Experiment 2 replicated the Label condition of Experiment 1 but replaced the target name on each trial with the word “Go.”

**Methods**

**Participants.** Sixteen children between 32 and 42 months of age (\( M = 37 \) months) participated; none of these children had participated in Experiment 1. Eleven additional children were recruited but not included in the final sample due to selecting a non-target object on most test trials. Recruitment and informed consent procedures were the same as in Experiment 1.

**Stimuli and procedure.** All aspects were the same as in the Label condition of Experiment 1, except that the sound file presented at the onset of the target played the word “Go.”

**Results and Discussion**

Mean RT per number of distractors for correct responses was calculated for each child. Children completed 30 trials (SD = 2.98) on average, and mean accuracy was 83% (see Table 1). Figure 3 presents RT for correct responses per distractor level for the Go condition. For comparison purposes, results from the Silent condition from Experiment 1 are also shown. A mixed 2 x 4 analysis of variance with number of distractors as within-subjects factor and condition as the between-subjects factor yielded no reliable differences in RT between the Go condition of Experiment 2 and the Silent condition of Experiment 1 \[ F(1, 30) = 0.06, p = 0.82 \]. A main effect of distractors number was found \[ F(3, 90) = 23.82, p < 0.001 \], reflecting the increase in RT as a result of increasing the number of distractors. These two factors did not interact \[ F(3, 90) = 0.41, p = 0.75 \]. The analyses of the individual slopes and the intercepts confirmed the trends found for RT: No differences were found between the Go condition of Experiment 2 and the Silent condition of Experiment 1 in the slope \[ t(30) = 0.25, p = 0.80 \] or the intercept \[ t(30) = -0.38, p = 0.71 \].

In brief, an auditory word that is not the name of the target does not result in more rapid search than the presentation of no sound at all, a result that suggests the observed effects in Experiment 1 were not due to an auditory cuing effect but instead reflected the presentation of the object name.

**Table 1: Experiments 1 and 2 – Slopes and Intercepts of the search functions, Mean accuracy and Mean number of trials completed.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Slope (SE)</th>
<th>Intercept (SE)</th>
<th>Accuracy (SE)</th>
<th>Trials completed (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exp.1-Silent</td>
<td>212 (28)</td>
<td>3264 (212)</td>
<td>85 (3)</td>
<td>31 (1.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp.1-Label</td>
<td>233 (5)</td>
<td>2284 (37)</td>
<td>86 (4)</td>
<td>31 (3.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp.2-Go</td>
<td>223 (15)</td>
<td>3085 (113)</td>
<td>83 (3)</td>
<td>30 (2.98)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
General Discussion

Word learning requires selective attention to the right properties – shape is likely to be the right feature if generalizing countable objects, while texture might be a better alternative if generalizing food terms. What processes support the development of these attentional biases? This question is the source of a major dispute in the literature, with some arguing for the role of attended regularities in setting up such attentional biases (Smith, Jones, Yoshida, Colunga, 2003) and others arguing that word learning entails more conceptual and deliberative processes about how categories are formed (Waxman & Gelman, 2009).

The current results offer support to the first alternative. By showing that words direct attention to the shape of known objects, we offer for the first time direct evidence for a core claim of the attentional learning account. After enough instances of attention being directed to the shape of known objects in the presence of their names, a generalized attentional bias might emerge – any noun, even a novel one, could now cue attention to shape. This is potentially a very powerful learning mechanism, one that enables children to quickly generalize new categories in the presence of new words.

The current results also suggest that the attentional effects of words may be located at the level of working memory – hearing an object’s name strengthens the shape representation of that object. The finding that hearing the target name on a visual search task influences the intercept of the search function, without changes in the slope, also suggests that the effects of words do not influence the efficiency of search (i.e. how long it took to identify or dismiss each item as the target). However, the present version of the task may not be optimal to test for a potential role of labels in the efficiency of search (as measured by the slope of the search function). In adults, the slope – or per item search time – is affected by the familiarity of the target and distractors (Mrucek & Sheinberg, 2005; Wang, Cavanagh & Green, 1994), by the need or ease of binding the features of individual items in the array into their individual units (Treisman & Gelade, 1980), and by the discriminability of the target from the distractors (Duncan & Humphreys, 1989). For young children, providing the basic-level name of the target could, in principle, influence any of these processes – and in so doing increase the role of shape in search in ways that expedite the identification of the target. By this hypothesis, given sufficiently difficult shape discriminations, hearing the object name prior to search might be expected to yield a decreased slope in the search function as well as a decrease in overall search time. This is a critical issue for future research.

What are the implications of the current results? Although more research is needed to further understand the mechanisms involved in the attentional effects of labels in word learning, the evidence presented here suggests that hearing a name activates a representation of certain features of the object – in the case of count nouns, object shape. It follows that hearing an object name will cue attention to that object’s shape, and over time this has the potential to not only become a more automatic process, but also to change the nature of the representation (possibly from specific individual features to more abstract shape representations). Moreover, by extension from accounts of these processes in the adult literature (Dahan & Tanenhaus, 2005; Huettig & Altmann, 2007; Lupyan & Spivey, 2010) these labeling effects appear to be rapid and automatic, that is, not under deliberative or conceptual control. Thus, the current results provide a stepping-stone to a mechanistic account of how words organize attention in children – and in so doing, may organize early word learning and the on-line comprehension of words in context.
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